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The first falsehood to dispose of:
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Perhaps SGO should hear from:

Eric Maskin Nicolaus Tideman
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Voters are not voting for specific delegates.



S.32



“No voting machines burst into flames using RCV.”
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                      (Must be okay.)



Three different category of elections:

1. Single-winner elections (majoritarian)
2. Multi-winner elections (proportionality)
3. Presidential primary (fair apportionment of national convention delegates)



The Failure of Instant Runoff Voting…

… to accomplish
the very purpose for 
which it was adopted:
An object lesson in 
Burlington Vermont

The submitted paper:
https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1jIhFQfEoxSdyRz5SqEjZ
otbVDx4xshwM/view 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jIhFQfEoxSdyRz5SqEjZotbVDx4xshwM/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jIhFQfEoxSdyRz5SqEjZotbVDx4xshwM/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jIhFQfEoxSdyRz5SqEjZotbVDx4xshwM/view


● Hare RCV
○ formerly referred to as Instant-Runoff Voting or "IRV"

● Claims:
○ “guarantees the candidate with majority support is elected”
○ “eliminates the spoiler effect”
○ "empowers voters" to vote for third-parties (level the playing field)
○ “vote your hopes, not your fears” (disincentivize tactical voting)

● Hare RCV objectively failed to deliver on each of these 
promises in Burlington in 2009



Anomalous election in progressive city
IRV in Burlington in 2009

Most of the time, Hare RCV 
elects the "Condorcet 
winner"
HOWEVER, it didn't happen when 
Bob Kiss (Progressive Party ) 
defeated Andy Montroll 
(Democratic Party) in 2009, as seen in 
36 out of 37 elections listed by 
Sarwate (et al.) in 2013 paper about 
election audits.

Table 1 - Various Hare RCV elections
 Sarwate, Checkoway, and Shacham in 2013 -
"Risk-limiting Audits for Nonplurality Elections"

https://www.cs.utexas.edu/~hovav/dist/irv.pdf

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vermont_Progressive_Party
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democratic_Party_(United_States)
https://www.cs.utexas.edu/~hovav/dist/irv.pdf


MUST HAVES
● “One person, one vote”

Every enfranchised voter is entitled to an equal influence on the outcome of elections

● Majority rule: 
If MORE voters mark their ballots preferring Candidate A over Candidate B
– THEN –
Candidate B IS NOT be elected.
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MUST HAVES
● “One person, one vote”

Every enfranchised voter is entitled to an equal influence on the outcome of elections

● Majority rule: 
If MORE voters mark their ballots preferring Candidate A over Candidate B
– THEN –
Candidate B IS NOT be elected.

Nice to have:
● Avoiding the “spoiler effect”:

SPOILER EFFECT: 
An election that the relative preference of candidates A and B is 
reversed  by the presence of a third candidate C.

● No “tactical voting” necessary for voters:
NO WORRIES ABOUT "WASTING" VOTES:
Voters should vote hopefully rather than strategically



In Burlington 2009 …

Kurt Wright was the spoiler, a candidate that loses in an 
election yet by being a candidate alters who the winner is.

Had Kurt not run and voters expressed their same 
preferences with the remaining candidates, Andy Montroll 
would have met Bob Kiss in the IRV final round and defeat 
Bob Kiss by a margin of 588 votes (6.5%).



Disincentivize tactical voting

“Vote you hopes, not your fears.”



Vote tallies for 3 
candidates remaining in 
the semifinal round





Howard Dean says:

…but not for these Wright voters.

“you can still get your 
second-choice vote.”
[SevenDays, Courtney Lamdin, 2021]

https://www.sevendaysvt.com/vermont/can-once-maligned-ranked-choice-voting-make-a-comeback-in-burlington/Content?oid=32397897

Photo: Howard Dean in Pocatello, Idaho in 2007
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Howard_Dean_in_Idaho.jpg

https://www.sevendaysvt.com/vermont/can-once-maligned-ranked-choice-voting-make-a-comeback-in-burlington/Content?oid=32397897
https://www.sevendaysvt.com/vermont/can-once-maligned-ranked-choice-voting-make-a-comeback-in-burlington/Content?oid=32397897
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Howard_Dean_in_Idaho.jpg


Did you vote for the loser of 
the final round?



Did you vote for the loser of 
the final round?

THEN NO SECOND 
CHOICE VOTE FOR YOU.



These 1510 Wright voters 
would have been better off 
voting their fears than 
voting their hopes.
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● Hare RCV:
○ “guarantees the candidate with majority support is elected”
○ “eliminates the spoiler effect”
○ "empowers voters" to vote for third-parties (level the playing field)
○ “vote your hopes, not your fears” (disincentivize tactical voting)

But Condorcet-consistent RCV would have delivered 
correctly on all of these promises in Burlington 2009 
because the Consistent Majority Candidate (who was Andy 
Montroll) would have been elected.







“I just want to find, uh, 11780, uh, votes.”
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Precinct Summability affords us:

● A redundant information path that allows independent double-checking of 
tallies from all cities and polling places.

● Knowing the outcome of a statewide election on the evening of the election 
after polls close, instead of 4 to 15 days later.

● An easier, decentralized, and distributed effort in any recount.
● An easier, decentralized, and more secure way to deal with the outcome that 

“Combined Write-In” wins (as with Alaska Sen. Lisa Murkowski in 2010).



● First-Past-The-Post (FPTP) is decentralized vote tabulation and is Precinct 
Summable.

● Hare RCV (a.k.a. “IRV”) requires centralization of all of the votes before 
tabulation can begin and is not Precinct Summable.

● Condorcet RCV is decentralized vote tabulation and is Precinct Summable.



It is not necessary to give up this basic function of process 
transparency to have Ranked-Choice Voting.

But it is necessary to sacrifice this basic function of process 
transparency if the RCV is Hare RCV.



The last falsehood 
to dispose of:




